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Spin thermoelectric eects through a strongly correlated double quantum dot system embedded in a AharonovBohm ring coupled to two leads with Rashba spin-orbit coupling have been investigated theoretically by means
of the nite-U slave-boson technique. This method provides a reliable description of electron transport through
quantum dot systems in the low temperature regime T  TK , where TK is the so-called Kondo temperature.
Particular emphasis is put on the possibility of the so-called spin Seebeck eect in such a system as a more
sensitive probe of the Kondo state.
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With the recent developments in the eld of spin
caloritronics [1, 2] one of the main goals remains nding eective methods to control the thermally-induced
spin current. Since the quantum dot systems present
unique properties such as a narrow density of states [3]
and relatively easy control over parameters such as gate
voltage or the possibility for tuning the quantum interference eects, the interest in such systems, as a possible thermoelectric and spin thermoelectric devices, has
grown. However, the aforementioned unique properties
alone are insucient for spin thermoelectric eects to
arise. The basic methods used to induce spin thermovoltage between the dots have mostly relied on using ferromagnetic leads [46]. However, it is interesting to examine electrically controlled Rashba spin-orbit coupling
(RSO) [7, 8] induced spin thermoelectric eects in a double quantum dot (DQD) structure which can be realized
in an Aharonov-Bohm (AB) ring setup [9]. We show that
the spin thermoelectric eects in transport through such
a system are signicantly modied in the Kondo regime,
to which end we employ slave-boson method for nite-U
Hamiltonian [10].
The system considered in this paper consists of two
single-level εi quantum dots with onsite Coulomb interaction U described by the Hamiltonian Hdqd =
P
P
†
iσ εi diσ diσ + U
i ni↑ ni↓ and parallelly coupled to
two reservoirs β = L, R of electrons with wavevector k and spin σ =↑, ↓ described by the Hamiltonian
P
†
He =
kβσ εkβ ckβσ ckβσ . Hamiltonian describing tunneling between the i-th dot and electrode β takes the
P
0
†
form Ht =
The propkβσi (Vkβσi ckβσ diσ + H.c.).
erties of the Aharonov-Bohm ring with Rashba spinorbit coupling between the dots and the electrodes are
taken into consideration in the tunneling amplitudes as
0
Vkβσi = Vkβσi exp(β̂ α̂iφσ /4), where φσ = φ + σ̂φR is the
sum of AB phase φ and RSO phase φR , while σ̂ = ±1
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(for σ =↑, ↓), β̂ = δβL − δβR and α̂ = δi2 − δi1 with δxy
being the Kronecker's delta.
To describe the strongly correlated Kondo regime a
method of slave-bosons with nite-U is used [10], where
the initial creation d†iσ (annihilation diσ ) operators of
both dots are exchanged with superposition of pseud† †
ofermion and boson operators fiσ
ziσ (ziσ fiσ ). Operator
†
†
†
ziσ = ei piσ + piσ di acts as a projection operator on the
extended Fock space of the dot. We assume henceforth
saddle-point approximation for the slave-boson operators, which allows for the use of mean values of the slave(†)
(†)
(†)
boson operators hziσ i ≡ ziσ , hpiσ i ≡ piσ , hei i ≡ ei ,
(†)
and hdi i ≡ di . In addition, it is necessary to introduce
boundary
P conditions, such as the conservation of states
e2i + σ p2iσ + d2i = 1 and the conservation of charge
†
p2iσ + d2i = hfiσ
fiσ i.
After the transformation, the double dot HamiltoP
†
nian takes the form H̃dqd = iσ ε̃iσ fiσ
fiσ , where ε̃iσ =
(2)
εi + λiσ . The tunneling Hamiltonian can now be writP
0
†
ten down as H̃t =
kβσi (Ṽkβσi ckβσ fiσ + H.c.), where
0
0
Ṽkβσi = ziσ Vkβσi . This parameter is used later on to
0
0
∗
introduce coupling coecient Γ̃ijσ = 2π Ṽkβσi Ṽkβσj
ρβ ,
where ρβ is the density of states in the electrode β . The
constraints introduced above and the Coulomb
P corre2
lations reside in the additional term Esb =
i [U di +


P
P
(1)
(2)
λi e2i + σ p2iσ + d2i − 1 − σ λiσ p2iσ + d2i ], where
(1)
(2)
λi and λiσ are Lagrange multipliers. The transformation leads to an eective Hamiltonian Hef f = H̃dqd +
H̃t + He + Esb .
Mean values of the slave-boson parameters necessary
for the calculation of transport parameters are derived
via self-consistent equations using Hellmann-Feynman
theorem for the eective Hamiltonian ∂χi Hef f = 0,
(1)
(2)
where χi =(λi , λiσ , ei , piσ ,di ):
X
e2i +
p2iσ + d2i − 1 = 0,
(1)
σ
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p2iσ + d2i − K0,i,σ = 0,
X
(1)
∂ei ln ziσ K1,i,σ + λi ei = 0,

(3)

σ

X



(1)
(2)
∂piσ0 ln ziσ K1,i,σ + λi − λiσ0 piσ0 = 0,

(4)

σ

!
X
σ

∂di ln ziσ K1,i,σ +

(1)

U + λi −

X

(2)

λiσ

di = 0, (5)

σ

R
where for k = 0, 1, Kk,i,σ = (1/2πi) dε(ε − ε̃σ )k G<
ii,σ .
are
the
diagonal
elements
of
lesser
Green's
Here G<
ii,σ


r
function matrix G<
=
iG
f
Γ̃
+
f
Γ̃
Gaσ ,
L
Lσ
R
Rσ
σ
σ
where fL(R) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the left
†
and right electrode and symbols Grσ = (Gaσ ) denote retarded and advanced Green's functions, which are derived using equation of motion technique [11].
The coupling coecient matrix takes the form
!
φσ
2
z1σ
qz1σ z2σ e−β̂ i 2
Γβ .
(6)
Γ̃ βσ =
φσ
2
qz1σ z2σ eβ̂ i 2
z2σ
Here we assume that the coupling of the dots to the electrodes is symmetric, i.e., ΓL = ΓR = Γ . Parameter
q ∈ h0, 1i describes the strength of the interference effects due to the intermediate electron states between the
dots and the electrodes [12].
To calculate spin thermoelectric parameters we assume linear response regime, which leads to wellknown Pexpressions for spin conductance Gs =
(e~/2) σ σ̂L0σ , electronic
to thermal conP contribution
ductance κel = (1/T ) σ P
L2σ − L21σ /L0σ , spin thermopower Ss = −(1/2|e|T ) σ σ̂L1σ /L0σ and spin gure ofR merit Zs T = |Gs |Ss2 T /κel . Here Ln=0,1,2,σ =
n
(1/h) dε (ε − µ) (−∂ε f )T,µ Tσ (ε) is the Onsager transport coecient which relates currents to the driving
forces and Tσ (ε) = Tr(Gaσ Γ̃ Rσ Grσ Γ̃ Lσ ) is the transmission coecient of electron with spin σ .
Generally in multilevel systems, such as a double
quantum dot system, one can expect the emergence of
discrete interference-induced states, either bonding and
anti-bonding or super- and subradiant due to the interaction of the electrons tunneling through both of the dots
via intermediate states in the electrodes [13]. This fact
is particularly emphasized in full width at half maximum
of local density of states (LDOS) ρiσ = −(1/π)ImGriiσ
which in the Aharonov-Bohm-Rashba setup is additionally spin-dependent
Γσef f,± = zσ2 Γ (1 ± q cos φσ ) ,
(7)
where the upper index ± denotes one of the interferenceinduced states. This function plays important role in determining the so-called Kondo temperature of the system.
Apart from the eective magnetic eld Bef f , spin thermoelectric eects can be observed as well, as presented
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a and c presents spin thermopower as
a function of AB phase φ. It is evident that absence of
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From the analysis of the above introduced expression it
is evident, that for strongest interference, i.e., q = 1 and
φσ = nπ , where n = . . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . one of the
widths tends to zero and thus LDOS is singular. On
the other hand for φσ = (n − 1/2)π the width becomes
insensitive to the changes in the parameter q .
In the strongly correlated regime, spin accumulation,
induced in the electrodes due to the RSO, leads to dierent renormalization of the quantum dots' spin-dependent
(2)
energy levels, i.e., εσ = εd + λσ . The non-zero energy dierence can be understood as an eective mag(2)
(2)
netic eld Bef f = ε↑ − ε↓ = λ↑ − λ↓ [14]. Changes of
this eld are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of AB phase
φ for dierent values of the RSO induced phase φR and
dots' bare energy levels εd = −U/2 and εd = −U/4.
Firstly, there is a noticeable dierence in magnitude of
ca. 10−3 between the Bef f values for dots' energy levels εd = −U/2 and εd = −U/4. For both cases the
eective magnetic eld Bef f vanishes for φ = nπ , where
n = −4, −3, . . . , 3, 4. For the case of φR = π/4 presented in Fig. 1b the maximal values of the eld appear
for φ = (2n + 11/25)π whereas the minimal values for
φ = (2n + 1 + 14/25)π , while the opposite is true for
the case of φR = 7π/4. For the case of φR = 3π/4
the maxima and minima are slightly shifted and appear
for φ = (2n + 14/25)π and φ = (2n + 11/25)π respectively. This discussion also holds true for Fig. 1a after noticing that here the eld is of opposite sign, i.e.,
Bef f (εd = −U/2) · Bef f (εd = −U/4) < 0.

Fig. 1. Eective magnetic eld Bef f as a function of
AB phase φ for dierent values of RSO phase φR and
dots' energy level εd = −U/2 a) and εd = −U/4 b). The
other parameters: q = 0.95, T = 0.001Γ , U = 6Γ .

spin thermopower coincides with zero eective magnetic
eld Bef f , i.e., φ = nπ . For εd = −U/2 maximal spin
thermopower is smaller than for εd = −U/4 and peaks
are less pronounced. Similiarly to the plot of eective
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Fig. 2. Spin thermopower Ss a), c) and spin gure of merit Zs T b), d) as a function of AB phase φ for dierent values
of RSO phase φR and dots' energy level εd = −U/2 a), b) and εd = −U/4 c), d). The other parameters: q = 0.95,
T = 0.001Γ , U = 6Γ .

magnetic eld, both spin Seebeck coecients are of opposite sign, i.e., Ss (εd = −U/2) · Ss (εd = −U/4) < 0.
For RSO induced phase φR = π/4 and φR = 7π/4 Ss are
opposite, while for φR = 3π/4 the maxima and minima
are shifted.
Fig. 2b and d presents spin gure of merit as a function of AB phase φ. Thermoelectric ecency vanishes
for values of φ for which the spin thermopower Ss vanished. The appearance of extremal values is consistent
with the maxima and minima of spin thermopower Ss .
For RSO induced phases φR = π/4 and φR = 7π/4 the
respective spin gure of merit functions are indistinguishable, whereas for φR = 3π/4 maximal values are shifted
as in the plot of spin thermopower. The compensation
of eective magnetic eld in the electron-hole symmetry
point ε = −U/2 leads to smaller values of spin gure of
merit than in the case of asymmetric position of the level
εd = −U/4.
In conclusion we have shown that spin thermoelectric
eects can be induced in a strongly correlated double
quantum dot system electrically due to Rashba spin-orbit
coupling. Spin accumulation induced by this interaction
generates an eective magnetic eld that splits dots' energy levels and generates a non-zero spin polarization of
the quantum dots. This in turn leads to the enhancement
of spin thermopower and spin gure of merit.
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